
GROUP CHECK-IN:  

Part of the rhythms of us as a group is to move beyond just learning but moving 
through life together. This space to start is a great way to begin to move into 
sharing rhythms together, trusting and being faithful with the relationships 
entrusted to us.  

Ask: “Where did you see/sense/feel/hear/experience God this last week? 
Where do you need to see/sense/feel/hear/experience God in the week ahead?  

Give space for everyone to answer, stopping to pray for one another as the Holy 
Spirit leads. 

MESSAGE TAKEAWAYS: 
“THE SABBATH EXISTED SO THAT GOD’S PEOPLE WOULD TAKE A DAY TO 

RESTFULLY WORSHIP AND DELIGHT IN HIM.”  

SUNDAY TEACHING RECAP:  

Week 4 we looked at Matthew 12 and Jesus’ encounter with the Pharisees in 
dialogue over how we hold the Sabbath. We are confronted with the question: 
what does “The Law” have to do with the Sabbath? 

Take time as a group to reread Matthew 12:1-15 out loud in your group. Invite to 
share key words and phrases or repeated words that stand out in the passage. 
Feel free to have multiple readers in different translations (sometimes hearing the 
way others translate a word/phrase differently can shed more light on the truth 
the Holy Spirit wants us to hear.) 
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CONVERSATION QUESTIONS: 

• Pastor Micah unpacked the way that man had added Sabbath work laws, 
shedding light on how these laws valued the law above valuing people. Dialogue 
about this tension we fell, referencing back to Jesus in Matthew 12:11-12. How 
have you felt/held the tension in your own life/community while not tossing 
aside either God’s Word nor tossing aside other humans (fellow image-bearers.)? 

• We landed that something greater has come: Jesus. The verses that Jesus 
referenced pointed to the fulfillment which Jesus brings: Jesus is King, the Great 
High Priest, the Messiah, the Lord of all. The central focus of the story is not how 
well you and I follow but what Jesus has done in us: Jesus is the hero of the 
story. What does this tangibly look like in the life of a believer - how do we hold 
up Jesus as the hero of the story and not put the focus on how well/poorly we 
do things? What tension do you feel in processing through this? 

FINAL THOUGHTS: 

Pastor Brannon challenged us with the question: What preferences do I make more 
important than people? 

First Steps (PERSONAL REFLECTION): Take some space in prayer, meditation, 
journal, conversation to ask where you may be elevating things over people? Ask 
the Holy Spirit to lead you in how to hold each of these rightly. ( Jesus came full of 
truth and grace [John 1]).  

Next Steps (COMMUNITY GROWTH): As your community looks at the needs 
present in your entrusted spaces (neighborhood, families, workplaces, 
individuals) what may it look like to partner with Jesus to make Him known as the 
hero of their story. How can you set a table for conversation or take a step into 
the mess where only Jesus can bring healing and reconciliation?  


